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Abstract
In recent years, we have seen significant progress in ad-

vanced ML/AI-based image and video upscaling techniques, often
commonly referred to as super-resolution (SR). Such algorithms
are now available not only in the form of specialized software but
also in drivers and SDKs supplied with modern graphics cards.
Upscaling functions in NVIDIA Maxine SDK is one of the re-
cent examples. However, to take advantage of this functionality
in video streaming applications, one needs to (a) quantify the im-
pact of super-resolution techniques on the perceived visual qual-
ity, (b) implement video rendering incorporating super-resolution
upscaling techniques, and (c) implement new adaptation algo-
rithms in streaming players, enabling such players to deliver bet-
ter quality of experience or better efficiency (e.g., reduce band-
width usage) or both.

Towards this end, we propose several techniques that may
be helpful to the video streaming community. First, we offer a
model quantifying the impacts of super-resolution upscaling on
the perceived quality. Our model is based on a generalized ver-
sion of the classic Westerink-Roufs model connecting the true res-
olution of images/videos to perceived quality. The generalized
model provides several additional parameters, allowing its tuning
to specific implementations of super-resolution techniques. We
verify this model using several recent datasets, including MOS
scores measured for several conventional upscaling and super-
resolution algorithms. Then, we propose improved adaptation
logic for video streaming players, considering encoded video res-
olutions, player size, and the upscaling method. This improved
logic relies on our modified Westerink-Roufs model to predict per-
ceived quality. The proposed algorithm suggests choices of ren-
ditions for SR upsampling algorithms that would deliver approxi-
mately the same quality as obtained using traditional upsampling
algorithms while resulting in considerable bandwidth savings.

Introduction
Recent years have seen increasing growth and acceptance

of streaming services with adaptive streaming, where the play-
back is adapted based on the changing network conditions being
one of the fundamental technologies enabling a good user expe-
rience. In adaptive streaming of videos, the video is encoded in
different representations, often called renditions. One of the most
widely used adaptive streaming formats used by most over-the-
top (OTT) service providers is HTTP-based Adaptive Streaming
(HAS), where the streaming takes place over reliable transport
protocols such as TCP.

In a typical HAS solution, such as HTTP Live Streaming
(HLS) [6] and Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
[7], the video is encoded in multiple resolution-bitrate pairs. The
streaming client (player), depending on the available network

throughput, buffer status, and player size, selects the appropriate
rendition for playback [19]. The player at the end-user device typ-
ically upscale (or in some cases, downscales) the videos to fit the
player/window resolution. In the special case of web streaming,
as discussed by the authors in [19], player window size signifi-
cantly impacts the selection of streams. In such systems where
the videos are delivered embedded in web pages, the network
bandwidth is no longer the only factor influencing the selection of
streams. Many modern streaming clients also consider the player
(window) size as one of the factors in their adaptation logic [18].
However, in most cases, the adaptation logic is very simplistic,
e.g., limiting the upscale factor, selecting the nearest matching
resolution in the ladder, etc. Such simple resolution adaptation al-
gorithms do not necessarily account for viewing setup parameters
such as pixel density and viewing angle. More importantly, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge, the existing resolution adaptation
algorithms do not account for the effect of upsampling methods
being used on the client side.

Advanced (AI-based) Upsampling Algorithms
So far, the traditional image/video scaling in web browsers

has been limited to classical signal processing-based techniques
such as bicubic interpolation or sinc and lanczos filters. More re-
cently, however, there has been a growing interest and work in
the field of AI/ML based upscaling, often termed as Super Res-
olution (SR) techniques [22, 10]. Such algorithms are primarily
based on deep learning technologies such as Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs) and, more recently, Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs). Such advanced SR algorithms are typically
designed and used to perform ×2 and ×4 upsampling of lower-
resolution images [9, 24, 4] and videos [20, 3, 15], with most of
them outperforming existing traditional upsampling algorithms.

Due to their improved performance over existing traditional
upsampling algorithms, such advanced algorithms are getting in-
creasingly popular, with many companies offering such AI-based
upscaling solutions12. Another more popular and widely used
example is the NVIDIA Maxine which is made available as part
of NVIDIA’s graphic card drivers and is used in many applica-
tions, especially in gaming. However, such a rapidly evolving
field brings a new range of questions that need to be answered
before such technologies can be adopted into mainstream video
streaming applications, a few of which are discussed next.

Open Questions
1. What are the advantages of SR over traditional scaling?

Many of the proposed models have been evaluated on a

1https://www.topazlabs.com/topaz-video-ai
2https://www.avclabs.com/
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small number of datasets. Their performance evaluation for
real-world video streaming applications considering adap-
tive streaming applications and their benefits compared to
traditional upscaling algorithms remains an open question.

2. How to model/quantify super-resolution scaling capability?
Most of the performance metrics used to quantify existing
SR techniques have been limited to PSNR and, in some
cases, SSIM [21]. However, such metrics are often limited
in terms of their correlation with human-perceived quality
and, oftentimes, unsuitable for measuring the quality of AI-
based algorithms [25].

3. How to use SR for improved image/video delivery? Ad-
vanced AI-based upsampling algorithms and newer, alter-
native contents such as HDR result in increased quality sat-
uration at lower angular resolutions. Understanding the im-
pacts of the encoded video resolution and scaling algorithms
on the perceived quality is essential for applications to al-
low them to select the optimal renditions [19, 16]. Such
intelligent adaptation algorithms, considering the effect of
upsampling algorithms, can result in significant bandwidth
and storage savings.

Contributions
Towards this end, this paper presents several contributions

which can help understand and quantify the impacts of more ad-
vanced, AI-based upscaling algorithms with a focus on optimal
rendition selection by streaming players/clients. We first present
and discuss a generalized model of the well-known Westerink and
Roufs model, which uses angular parameters, viewing angle, and
angular resolution to predict the perceived picture quality. The
generalized model provides additional parameters which allow it
to be tuned to adapt to the differences in perceived picture quality
due to the use of different upsampling algorithms. Using the gen-
eralized model, we present an improved adaptation logic for video
streaming clients, considering the player size and the upsampling
algorithm used at the client for upscaling the received video. We
conclude the paper with some results for a sample case, demon-
strating the utility of the proposed model for selecting an optimal
set of renditions, resulting in significant bandwidth savings.

Understanding the Impact of Scaling on Per-
ceived Quality
Angular Metrics

Table 1 presents a list of the main parameters of the video,
player, and characteristics of the viewing setup. Figure 1 illus-
trates a typical video reproduction chain explaining the relation-
ship between the various parameters considering a typical case
where an encoded video sequence of size W ×H [pixels] is scaled
to fit a player/display of size Wp×Hp [pixels]. Here d [inches]
is the viewing distance between the observer and the display. Of
prime interest to us are the two angular metrics: (a) viewing an-
gle (φ ), which is the angular span of the video frame, as visible
on screen, and (b) angular resolution (µ), which is the maximum
spatial frequency that can be reproduced by the display. These
two angular metrics are discussed next.

Figure 1: A typical video reproduction setting illustrating an example
case where an encoded video of dimension W ×H pixels is scaled and

displayed on a screen of dimension Wp×Hp pixels. The distance
between the observer and the screen is d inches, and φ is the angular size

called as picture angle or viewing angle.

Table 1: List of commonly used parameters of player, video, and
characteristics of viewing set.

Parameter Description Units
Wp display/player window width pixels
Hp display/player window height pixels
W horizontal image resolution pixels
H vertical image resolution pixels
d viewing distance inches
ρ display pixel density pixels per inch

Viewing Angle
Viewing angle, φ describes the horizontal angular size of the

video as visible to the user. Considering a video player window
of size Wp×Hp, display pixel density ρ , and viewing distance d,
the viewing angle φ can be computed as:

φ = 2 arctan
(

Wp

2dρ

)
. (1)

Angular Resolution
The angular resolution effectively describes the Nyquist fre-

quency of the video, presented in angular units. Using the same
parameters as defined above and considering that the resolution of
the video being played is W ×H [pixels], the angular resolution,
µ , of the video at that resolution can be computed as:

µ =

(
2 arctan

(
Wp

Wdρ

))−1
. (2)

Encoding Ladders
A typical adaptive bitrate streaming application encodes the

media sequence into multiple resolution-bitrate pairs. Multiple
versions of a particular media sequence are often called renditions
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(sometimes also as streams) of the adaptive bitrate ladder. Con-
sidering such an application, let H1,H2, .....Hn be the height (in
pixels) of the different renditions available for a particular video
stream. Here n refers to the number of renditions that can vary
from video to video. In this work, we will assume a fixed as-
pect ratio of all the renditions in an ABR ladder for a particular
video for simplicity. This simplification will allow for the speci-
fication of a single resolution parameter, e.g., height Hi, to derive
the other.

Video Player Sizes
In a given display of resolution W ×H, the player window

size can vary as per user choice. Let Hp be the player window
height, where Hp can vary, e.g., 240p up to the maximum display
height, H. For simplicity, similar to renditions, it is considered
that the aspect ratio is fixed for a given video streaming session.
Hence, knowledge of one parameter among width and height of
the player window size is sufficient.

Quality model based on viewing setup parameters
A very well-known basic model of perceived quality based

on the parameters of viewing setup is the Westerink and Rouf
(WR) model [23]. The authors found that at a constant view-
ing distance, the subjective image quality was influenced inde-
pendently by both the viewing angle of the projected image as
well as the angular resolution of the projected picture on display.
The model since then has been validated by others and used in
many works [11, 1, 17] and more recently in [13].

In this work, we use the generalized version of the WR
model proposed in [13]:

Q(φ , µ) = log

(
α +β

(
1+
(

φ

φs

)−k
)− γ

k
(

1+
(

µ

µs

)−l
)− δ

l

)
(3)

where γ , δ , k, l, φs and µs are model parameters controlling the
behavior with respect to viewing angle and angular resolution. As
we will see later, this allows the model to be tuned to consider
differences in HDR and SDR content and upsampling algorithms.

By fitting the Generalized WR (GWR) model to the six mod-
ern datasets considering different viewing setups (UHD TV to
smartphones and tablets) and resolutions (QCIF to 4k/UHD) com-
bined, the model parameters obtained are α= 2.72, β=145.69, γ

= 1.55, δ=2.12, k=6.01, l=2.11, φs=35.0, and µs=16.93. The pro-
posed model outperforms the original WR model with authors in
[14] using this along with other distortion metrics to propose para-
metric quality models for multi-screen systems.

Modeling the Effects of Super Resolution
For AI/ML based upsampling algorithms such as Super Res-

olution (SR) when compared to the traditional algorithms such
as Nearest Neighbour (NN) or BiCubic (BC) interpolation algo-
rithms, it is observed that MOS scores often reach saturation at
lower angular resolutions. In this section, we discuss how the
proposed model can be re-tuned to consider the differences in sub-
jective perception due to different upsampling algorithms.

Dataset
The open-source BVI dataset [12] provides subjective

scores considering three different upsampling algorithms. The

(a) Bicubic Upsampling.

(b) Super Resolution Upsampling.

Figure 2: MOS vs Angular resolution (cpd) plot considering two
different scaling from the BVI dataset. Both the custom fit (adapting the
us and l to each individual rescaling filter dataset) and the generic fit (to
the full BVI dataset) are shown. The colors of the markers in each plot

represent a particular video sequence.

dataset consists of 24 10-bit five-second source reference videos
sequences of 60 fps encoded in three different resolutions
(1920×1080, 960×540 and 480×270), which were then upsam-
pled to the source resolution of 3840x2160p using three different
upsampling algorithms: BiCubic (BC), Nearest Neighbour (NN)
and Super Resolution (SR) [8]. The upscaled videos were then
displayed to test subjects on a display measuring 65.4×36.8 cm
of BT.2020 color space (full range) at a viewing distance of 1.5H.

Model Refit to HDR content
Since the new dataset is of a different content type (10-bit

HDR content) than the GWR model was designed for, we first
perform a refit of the GWR model using all MOS scores from the
BVI dataset. Allowing for different values of α and β , as well
as adding a common scale factor, ε for γ and δ , we obtain the
new parameter values as: α = 2.72,β = 106.91,ε = 1.08,γ =
1.55ε,δ = 2.12ε . Figure 2 shows the plot of MOS vs angular
resolution (µ) for two of the upsampling algorithms (BiCubic and
Super Resolution) from the BVI dataset considering the generic
fit (“BVI Fit All") to all of the BVI dataset using default GWR
model parameters. One can observe that while the fit captures the
behavior when considering the traditional upsampling algorithm,
BiCubic, the fit is not that great when considering the Super Res-
olution upsampling. Hence, to take into account the differences
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Table 2: Model parameters, µs and l obtained for the GWR model when
fitted separately to each BVI upsampling algorithm dataset.

Upsampling Algorithm µs l
Bi-Cubic (BC) 13.93 1.76
Super Resolution (SR) 12.24 2.06

due to upsampling algorithm, one needs to perform a re-tuning to
each specific algorithm subset of the dataset, as discussed next.

Model Re-tuning
To account for the differences in upsampling algorithms, we

now fit the GWR model to all three upsampling algorithms (BC,
SR, and NN) subsets of the BVI dataset corresponding to the up-
sampling method used. To adapt to the differences, we allow only
parameters µs and l to vary (since they control the model behavior
wrt µ). Rest all parameter values are set to default (as obtained
from the refit to the BVI dataset). The new fit values of µs and
l for BC and SR upsampling algorithms are summarized in Ta-
ble 2. The customized fit to each upsampling algorithm with new
fitting parameters (µs) and l) (“BVI Custom Fit") is also shown
in Figure 2. It can be noted that the re-tuning of the model by
adapting model parameters, µs, and l helps take into account the
differences in the upsampling algorithm, resulting in a much bet-
ter fit.

In Figure 2, the pink dashed line MOS = 4 demonstrates an
example where one can establish a "baseline" MOS that could
be used to compare relative savings. For example, suppose one
wants to provide a service where the customers get a "good" MOS
score (here assumed to be MOS=4). In that case, one can see that
if SR upsampling algorithm is used on the client side, this can
be achieved at a lower angular resolution of 12.8. In contrast,
a similar MOS score for BC upsampling is achieved at higher
angular resolutions of 16.6. Service providers can then use such
information to compute relative savings in encoding resolutions
or optimal encoding ladder generation.
Note: The GWR model was retuned considering MOS scores of
all three upsampling algorithms (BC, NN, and SR) of the BVI
dataset. However, for brevity and ease of comparison between
traditional and AI-based algorithms, Figure 2 and Table 2 present
the results for only two upsampling algorithms, one traditional
(BiCubic) and one AI-based (Super Resolution).

Optimal SR-aware Adaptation Algorithms
As discussed earlier, in a modern-era adaptive streaming sys-

tem delivering videos embedded in web pages, the stream selec-
tion logic is jointly influenced by both available network band-
width and output video size (player size). While adaptation to
network bandwidth has been widely studied [2], stream adapta-
tion based on the resolution of available renditions and the player
size has received little attention [16]. In this section, we present
a discussion about improving the ABR algorithms considering
the second aspect, i.e., adaptation to resolution, while also tak-
ing into account the effect of client-side upsampling algorithms
(traditional vs super resolution based upsampling).

Adaptation Algorithms
We present two optimal rendition resolution selection algo-

rithms based on the player size and the upsampling algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Optimal Rendition Resolution Selection
Based on Player Size and BiCubic Upsampling Algo-
rithm

Data:

Viewing angle φ

Angular resolution µ

Available video rendition heights, Hrenditions = H1, ...Hn,
such that H1 ≤ ..≤ Hn
Player Window Height Hp
Distance from the display d
Effective pixel density of the screen, ρ

Model fit parameter values, α = 2.72, β = 106.91, ε = 1.08,
γ = 1.55ε , δ = 2.12ε .

Result: Best rendition height (BiCubic Upsampling),
HbestBC , and

Best MOS (BiCubic Upsampling), MOSbestBC

bestmos = 0;
bestrendition−index = 1;
for i← 1 to n do

Calculate Viewing angle φ

Calculate Angular resolution µ

µs = 13.93; l = 1.76 ; /* BiCubic Upsampling,
Table 2 */

Calculate MOS, Q(φ , µ) ; /* Using Eqn 3 */
if MOS is ≥ best_mos then

best_mos = MOS ;
bestrendition−index = i ;

end
end
HbestBC = Hrenditions(bestrendition−index)
MOSbestBC = bestmos

The first algorithm, Algorithm 1, finds the best set of renditions
from a list of available renditions, which delivers the best pos-
sible quality for a given viewing setup (viewing distance, player
size, and device type) when considering the BiCubic upsampling
algorithm. The perceived quality is estimated using the retuned
GWR model (Eqn 3), with saturation point µs = 13.93, and slope,
l =1.76 (corresponding to BiCubic upsampling, cf. Table 2).

The second algorithm, Algorithm 2, in addition, takes as in-
put the quality of the "optimal" renditions corresponding to BiCu-
bic upsampling obtained using Algorithm 1. Considering the re-
tuned GWR model (Eqn 3) saturation point (µs) and slope (l) for
angular resolution parameters for Super Resolution (SR) upsam-
pling (µs = 13.93 and l=1.76), this algorithm select renditions
which are approximately of the same quality as obtained using
Algorithm 1.

It should be noted that the presented algorithms are simplis-
tic in nature and take into account only available rendition reso-
lution and upsampling algorithms into account. It is assumed for
simplicity that the available renditions in the bitrate ladder gener-
ated are optimal in nature (of the highest possible quality, thus
minimizing any compression or scaling-related artifacts). The
algorithms assume that the player dimensions (Wp×Hp) cannot
exceed the dimension of the display, which is a logical assump-
tion. As mentioned before, we assume that the display aspect ratio
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Algorithm 2: Optimal Rendition Resolution Selection
Based on Player Size and Super Resolution Upsam-
pling Algorithm

Data:

Viewing angle φ

Angular resolution µ

Available video rendition heights, Hrenditions = H1, ...Hn,
such that H1 ≤ ..≤ Hn
Player Window Height Hp
Distance from the display d
Effective pixel density of the screen, ρ

Model fit parameter values, α = 2.72, β = 106.91, ε = 1.08,
γ = 1.55ε , δ = 2.12ε .
MOS value corresponding to BiCubic Upsampling for the
same device, MOSbestBC

Result: Best rendition height (Super Resolution
Upsampling), HbestSR , and

Best MOS (Super Resolution Upsampling),
MOSbestSR

bestmos = MOSbestBC ; /* MOS from Algorithm ??
*/

bestrendition−index = 1;
for i← 1 to n do

Calculate Viewing angle φ

Calculate Angular resolution µ

µs = 12.24; l = 2.06 ; /* SR Upsampling,
Table 2 */

Calculate MOS, Q(φ , µ) ; /* Using Eqn 3 */
if MOS is ≥ best_mos then

best_mos = MOS ;
bestrendition−index = i ;
break; ; /* Minimum Rendition found,
exit */

end
end
HbestSR = Hrenditions(bestrendition−index)
MOSbestSR = bestmos

(DAR) is fixed, which in our case is assumed to be 16:9 (one of
the most commonly used DAR values). As discussed earlier, the
parameters (µs and l) are adapted depending on the upsampling
algorithm used at the client end.

Results
We present next the results of the selected renditions and

MOS scores obtained for the two different upsampling algorithms
for one sample test case considering the BVI dataset [12]. The de-
vice parameters used in the design of the original BVI dataset are
as follows: display size of 3840x2160, ppi = 202.57, and viewing
distance = 21.75 inches. We consider that 13 different renditions
are available irrespective of the device type. We also assume that
the renditions are proper in that the resolutions are non-decreasing
such that 0 < H1 ≤ ... ≤ Hn for all renditions in the ladder. The
resolutions of the considered renditions are the recommended res-
olution values in the DVB Bluebook A168 [5] as shown in Ta-
ble 3. These values are typical of any streaming solution varying

(a) Rendition Height (pixels) vs Player Height (pixels) for BiCubic (BC)
and Super Resolution (SR) Upsampling.

(b) MOS vs Rendition Height (pixels) for BiCubic (BC) and Super
Resolution (SR) Upsampling.

Figure 3: MOS and Best Rendition Selection for both SR and BC
algorithms.

Table 3: List of available renditions considered in this work.
Horizontal

(Width)
Vertical
(Height)

3840 2160
3200 1800
2560 1440
1920 1080
1600 900
1280 720
960 540
768 432
640 360
480 270
384 216
320 180
192 108

from very low resolution (192×108) to UHD (3840×2160) and
hence will allow us to obtain realistic performance figures.

Figure 3a presents the plot for Rendition Height (pixels) vs
Player Height (pixels) for both BiCubic (BC) and Super Resolu-
tion (SR) upsampling algorithms. Here, Algorithm 1 is used to
select the rendition delivering the best possible quality by con-
sidering standard BiCubic upscaling at the client end. On the
other hand, the chosen renditions for SR upsampling are based
on Algorithm 2, which tries to find the best rendition matching
the level of quality achievable with algorithm 1. Based on Fig-
ure 3a, one can observe that SR-based upsampling enables much
more conservative choices of rendition resolutions. In this exam-
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ple case considering the TV screen, we see about a 16% reduc-
tion in frame height or 30% in pixel count in the high-resolution
regime. This indicates that the use of SR techniques can enable
significant savings in network bandwidth. Figure 3b presents the
MOS vs Rendition Height (pixels) for both BiCubic (BC) and Su-
per Resolution (SR) upsampling. We can observe that the differ-
ence in quality (MOS) between the two upsampling algorithms is
quite low, however, resulting in significant bandwidth savings as
was observed in Figure 3a.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a model based on parameters of

viewing setup, viewing angle, and angular resolution. We demon-
strated how the model can be re-tuned to account for differences
in HDR content and upsampling algorithms. We also presented
two algorithms to select optimal rendition based on the upsam-
pling algorithm implemented on the client side. Using a sample
case study of a TV device, we demonstrated how such upsampling
algorithms aware adaptation algorithms can result in significant
bandwidth savings. Such approaches, when used with existing
Context Aware Encoding (CAE) solutions, can lead to even more
bandwidth and storage savings, influence encoding decisions for
manifest ladder generation, and improve adaptation algorithms.

This work was a first step towards demonstrating the utility
and potential in terms of the benefits of using SR-based upsam-
pling algorithms. However, for more widespread adoption by the
industry, there is a need for clearly defined APIs universally sup-
ported by all browsers and platforms. At the same time, there
is a need for understanding and ensuring the utilities/benefits of
different SR implementations across different devices (TVs, PCs,
Mobiles), codecs, etc. Our future work in this direction will ad-
dress some of these open questions.
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